Training information 2019
• Location and dates: check the training calendar
• Schedule: 9.15 - 17.00
• Fee: € 1.295, excluding VAT
• Coffee, tea, lunch and training material are included in
the training fee
• Three months free e-coaching
• Information: phone +31 (0)40 – 202 1803 or e-mail
opleidingen@improveqs.nl
• Participants should bring a windows laptop with WiFi
Possibilities in-house training
Improve provides this training in-house and tailored to your specific
situation or needs upon request. For further information, please
contact us at +31 40 - 202 1803 or opleidingen@improveqs.nl.

REGISTRATION
You can register for this
training on our website

Improve Quality Services BV
Prof. Dr. Dorgelolaan 30
5613 AM Eindhoven
The Netherlands
www.improveqs.nl

On all registrations and courses our general and
additional conditions apply:
www.improveqs.nl/contact/algemene-voorwaarden

Structured
Exploratory Testing

SBTM
Session Based
Test Management
SBTM is a systematic approach to
documenting and estimating testing. This
class walks you through all the essentials
of how to apply SBTM and its cousin
Thread-Based Test Management.

SBTM
Session Based
Test Management

Description
Structured Exploratory Testing
Session-Based Test Management makes
exploratory testing intangibles more
tangible. It can be thought of as structured
exploratory testing, which may seem like a
contradiction-in-terms, but "structure" does
not mean the testing is pre-scripted. It
means we have a set of expectations for
what kind of work will be done and how it
will be reported.
Session-Based Test Management is a way
to organize exploratory testing, as well as
to apply basic measurements to it. It’s
based on the idea of a “session.” Test
sessions are standard-length uninterrupted
time boxes during which we test.
SBTM is a systematic approach to
documenting and estimating testing. This
class walks you through all the essentials
of how to apply SBTM (and also its cousin:
Thread-Based Test Management).

After this training:
• You know how to do exploratory testing
• You can manage exploratory testing
• You can create test charters
• You can take testing notes
• You know how session debriefings
work
• You know how to use sessions to
estimate future work
• You know how to use the breakdown
metrics
• You know how Thread-Based Test
Management works with SBTM
• You know the public tools that support
SBTM
Who should attend this training?
This workshop is for people who test
software or have to deal with it every day.
It is particularly valuable for testers who
deal with products that have to be tested
with limited information and time available.
The workshop is instructive for anyone,
new or experienced in the testing
profession. Session based test
management fits perfect in an agile
environment but is also very useful in more
traditional ways of working.

Roles of participants in their
organization
This training is meant for:
• Testers
• Test Managers
Prior knowledge or training required
There is no knowledge or specific training
required, though some basic knowledge of
Exploratory Testing is recommended.
Program
Structure of this training
The training consists of two highly
interactive days in which we expect a lot
from you and the other participants. The
trainers will make it the most stimulating
and intellectual experience that the group
can handle. Throughout the workout you
will do many exercises.
Computers are required, as we will be
testing a live website during class.

